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VLocker Dual Access 
Ride Lockers
VLocker has solved the problem of providing guests 
short-term locker space while riding the latest rides and 
attractions for all ages.  

A unique award winning patented queue 
line management locker system. 



Bene�ts of VLocker Ride Lockers:
•  Can be o�ered free to guests or guests can be charged a rental fee 
    for extra revenue generation
•  Rapid allocation of lockers
•  Guests can keep smart phones and cameras with them for most of 
    their queuing time.  This provides guests with more distractions and 
    activities while queuing

Speci�c information for attraction designers:
•  Reach out to your VLocker representative to discuss 
    requirements for ride lockers
•  Customisation options available to theme the lockers to suit 
    the individual ride or attraction 

The VLocker Ride Locker Solution:
1.  Lockers are positioned as close to ride embarkation as possible so that 
    the number of lockers required only has to cater to a small number of 
    ride cycles.
2.  A “wall” of Lockers is positioned between ride entrance and ride exit, 
    allowing access from one side when entering the ride and from the 
    other side when exiting the ride.  Entrance and exit areas are completely 
    separated by the locker “wall”. 
3.  Lockers have dual doors with multiple networked locker access 
    terminals on both entrance and exit sides.
4.  Locker access terminals  use the latest Vrental software to provide 
    secure and  extremely rapid allocation of lockers.     
5.  Large video display screens provide instructions and directions 
    regarding ride locker use.

Ride Entrance
•  Guest clicks on the touchscreen as instructed by visual demonstration 
   on Access Terminal screen, enters their date of birth and chooses their 
   favorite icon
•  A locker number is assigned and the number displayed on screen 
•  Door is opened electronically

Ride Exit
• Guest clicks on the touchscreen as instructed by the Access Terminal 
   and is guided through the process
• Locker is identi�ed and the number displayed on screen
• Door is opened electronically
*Built-in safeguards prevent locker being allocated if door is still open on exit side
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